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Prince Roland - the Childe Roland, Heir to the Imperial Throne - grew up in a gilded cage,
surrounded by men who wanted to use his powers while keeping him under tight control. He was
growing into a petty sadistic brat until a Marine Pathfinder took him in hand, helping him to
overcome his caretakers - jailers - and make something of himself. But it was too late for Earth
and, as the planet collapsed into chaos, Roland and his mentor barely escaped before it was too
late. He was taken into the care of the Marine Corps and given a chance to go to Boot Camp and
forge a new life.But now, unsure what to do with him, his superiors set him a task. Roland has to
take command of a training mission and travel to New Doncaster, a planet on the verge of
exploding into civil war. His mission is to build an army and stabilise the situation as quickly as
possible ...... But, for an untried prince in a snake pit, facing enemies on both sides of the war, it
will be far from easy ...
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Andrew, “Really interesting look. I liked this story, and the overall theme was intriguing. Good
character development, interesting propel, a lot of action. Very well done.What I didn’t like was
the marines putting Roland in charge straight out of boot camp. I don’t see the logic in that, vs
having him be a rifleman to gain Experience. It doesn’t match up with everything we’ve learned
the marines do and how they act. “Let’s take this entitled prince and just put him in charge, see
how he does.” How does that tie into the leaders come from the ranks? Very off puttingAlso, the
way the Main Marine force was treated like a joke in this book was annoying too. Why even send
them if the point was to have them fiddle around sitting on their thumbs. Every other book we’ve
read to this point would’ve had the marine CO ignore the incompetent governments suicide
orders, overrule them, or pull out. So what is the logic in this book to have them roll over and
agree to suicidal orders that don’t allow them to control up security, don’t allow them to set up a
safe FOB, and instead set them up as rent-a-cops hanging out to dry in the number 1 target on
the planet?”

maniac, “Decent series entry. This is a long running series. I enjoyed it enough to get here.This
entry strikes a good balance between fresh characters and setting, without going too far off the
main plot or action that fans like.The author does have a tendency to write throw-away
sentences, to elaborate or embellish the story, that make no logical sense and take me out of it.
This habit is particularly bad in this book. For example, talking about "according to projections"
when there is no way to project the thing he's talking about, no statisticians to do the
"projections", and no reason anyone would do projections of some random fact. It's stuff that
doesn't matter to the story, and it's just there to give background/entertain, but it's so bizarre I
stop reading and just think about how the author is writing gibberish as fast as possible.These
Nuttalisms are sprinkled liberally through an otherwise fine story.”

Muggle's Memaw, “Nuttall's Usual Excellent Storytelling. I've read every book in this series and it
has been very entertaining. The characters grow, learn, make mistakes and sometimes die,
even my favorite ones. The story line is well paced, with the occasional technical descriptions,
which are necessary, but not nearly as bad as in some books where that is used as a filler for
content. Some of these characters make you love them, some you'll really hate. I was hoping this
series hadn't ended with book 18 and am glad Nuttall is continuing this storyline. I'm anxiously
awaiting the next one.”

D. C. Land, “I like it dodo far…. Nuttall, spins a good tale (or is it tail? :-D). This is a theme other
writers have tried before, with mixed results…dumb, lazy, niaeve, Prince of a fallen empire/
kingdom gets a chance to prove himself. This one is well written (as is all of Nuttall’s stuff) as well
as a page turner. I am looking forward to the next novel in the story arc. It will be interesting to
see how the Prince and other characters grow and flow with the story. Read this one, sit back



and enjoy….”

SGT Smitty, “Continuing the Battle on the First Front. Nuttall brings the story of spoiled Prince
Roland back to the fore by placing him amongst the corps. In this reversal of fortune continuation
we see the Prince confront the system which empowered him and subjugated the majority of the
universe. I enjoyed the work done to redeem the Roland character and tie him to the Corps. As a
kick off for a longer arc, this story is mostly setting but promises more detailed confrontation to
come as the advisors come under fire in future books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining, just don't expect realism. The whole series is great fun and
very entertaining. There's some sci-fi hand-waving to smooth the rough edges out but it helps
drive the story along. Don't expect a hyper realistic portrayal of how militaries operate.Broadly
correct but the details are very...odd. Definitely a "Hollywood" take on armies. Which is funny
since the author consistently pokes fun at that. Considering how the military is treated by the
author as Very Serious and Smart, it's pretty funny.Anyway, good series that is a vehicle on
social commentary with a healthy dose of action. Excellent worldbuilding that wants to keep you
coming back to see how it evolves and develops.Some of the one-off books can be a bit of a
slog if all you really want is another story about the Marines but it all ties back into the fabric of
the author's universe.”

Jim Nesbit, “Social Commentary. Mr Nuttall has shown a very good grasp of the forces at work in
society. The ugly truth of people seeking and keeping power over others in obvious in his
writings. Not so obvious in our society. The institutions that could use his writings to teach those
basic truths would not be able to handle those truths. I hope he continues to write his novels and
maybe someone will change for the better.  The Prince seems to be doing that.”

B. C. Webb, “Crown Prince becomes an Officer. Set after Earthfall, the crown Prince has been
training so that he may go onto maroine training at slaughterhouse. The marine co decides that
he neds more seasoning and sends him to run a training unit on a world that is in danger of
falling into disaray. Beset by political problems the Prince starts to make great headway until the
revolution begins”

Andrew Berry, “Still enjoying the series.. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading this book for many
reasons, subject being one of them. I am an avid reader averaging about 5 novels a week and to
be honest many of the books are not terribly impressive being somewhat formulaic. This author
is different when you remember the characters after you have finished the book and wonder
what happens to them next you have a good book.”

Mr. G. D. Cheal, “Possibly one of my favourite books in the whole series.. I have followed this
series since the first books initial release. It is my favourite series from this author and this is



certainly up there as one of the best books in the story. I absolutely loved it from start to finish
and can't wait for the next part.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “First part of a new Roland/marine corps series. A fun romp in the post
Earthfall ruins of Empire. Spoilt a bit by some typically formulaic bad behaviour by the Prince, but
a fast paced light read.”

The book by Christopher G. Nuttall has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 779 people have provided
feedback.
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